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Benchmarking at the Frontiers of 
Computational EM

• Before the Break: 13:20-15:00
- “Advancing Computational Electromagnetics Though Benchmarking”

- “The Benefit of Simple Benchmarks to Highlight Problems in CEM Codes”

- “Benchmarking Full Wave Analysis of Periodic Structures: Non Perpendicularity at Periodic Boundaries”

- “Benchmarking Computational Electromagnetics with Exact Analytical Solutions of Canonical 

Electromagnetic Scattering Problems”

- “On Higher Order Imperative in Computational Electromagnetics through Benchmarking of Boundary 

Element methods for Canonical Scattering Problems”

• Break: 15:00-15:20

• After the Break: 15:20-17:00
- “Benchmarking the Solutions of Billion-Unknown Problems”

- “Accurate and Efficient Solution of Bioelectromagnetic Models”

- “On Computational Electromagnetic Code Testing and Benchmarking”

- “Figure of Merit for Computational Electromagnetics Solvers”

- “Austin Benchmark Suite for Computational Bioelectromagnetics: AIM Performance Data”
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Outline
• Motivation & Observations

- What is Benchmarking? 
- Performance
- Theory of benchmarking
- Proto benchmarks vs. benchmarks
- Types of benchmarks

- Why? 
- Is CEM Ready as a Field?
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What is Benchmarking?

A tentative definition…

Benchmarking: A (scientific)

method to judge the

“performance” of a (complex)

system based on experiments

& empirical evidence.
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“Our theory is concerned primarily with benchmarks that are

created and used by a technical research community…The

community of interest may include participants from academia,

industry, and government, but they are all primarily interested in

scientific research...”

We define a benchmark as a test or set of tests used to compare the

performance of alternative tools or techniques.”

S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.

A Theory of 
(Community) Benchmarking



“A benchmark has three components:

Motivating comparison…The purpose of a benchmark is to

compare, so the comparison that is at the heart of a benchmark must

be clearly defined. The motivation aspect refers to the need for the

research area, and in turn the benchmark itself and the work on it.

Task sample…tests…should be representative sample of the tasks

that the tool or technique is expected to solve in actual practice…a

selection of tasks acts as surrogates.

Performance measures…measurements can be made by a computer

or by a human, and can be quantitative or qualitative. Performance is

not an innate characteristic of the technology, but is the relationship

between the technology and how it is used. As such, performance is

a measure of fitness for purpose.”
S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.

A Theory of 
(Community) Benchmarking



“A benchmark has three components:

Motivating comparison…

Task sample…

Performance measures… performance is a measure of fitness for

purpose.

A proto-benchmark is a set of tests that is missing one of these

components. The most common proto-benchmarks lack a

performance measure and are sometimes called case studies or

examplars. These are typically used to demonstrate the features and

capabilities of a new tool or technique, and occasionally used to

compare different technologies in an exploratory manner.”

S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.

A Theory of 
(Community) Benchmarking



Performance Definition for 
Advancing CEM R&D

Benchmarking: A (scientific)

method to judge the

“performance” of a (complex)

system based on experiments

& empirical evidence.

Performance definition should include error, cost,

and trade-off between error and cost.
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Benchmarking: A (scientific)

method to judge the

“performance” of a (complex)

system based on experiments

& empirical evidence.

No universal best system. Corollaries:

Different computational systems  different

trade-offs between error and cost.

Relative performance of systems will change from

benchmark to benchmark.
Benchmark 2
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Proto-Benchmarks in
Computational Engineering & Science

Benchmarking: A (scientific)

method to judge the

“performance” of a (complex)

system based on experiments

& empirical evidence.

In CES:

“Poor performance” often means “large error”

Occasionally, the concept of “speed” appears



Types of 
Proto-Benchmarks in CEM

Benchmarks

Analytical reference 

for quantifying error

Measurement reference

for quantifying error
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Numerical reference

for quantifying error & cost



Types of 
Proto-Benchmarks in CEM

Benchmarks

Analytical reference 

for quantifying error

Measurement reference

for quantifying error

?

Numerical reference

for quantifying error & cost



Tiers of Benchmarks: 
Backyard/Party to Olympic
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“We have shown that benchmarking can have a strong positive effect

on the scientific maturity of a research community. The benefits of

benchmarking include a stronger consensus on the community’s

research goals, greater collaboration between laboratories, more

rigorous examination of research results, and faster technical

progress.”

Why Benchmark?

S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.



Why Benchmark?

• Ubiquity of     
(human) error



“A skeptic is one who prefers beliefs and conclusions that are reliable

and valid to ones that are comforting or convenient, and therefore

rigorously and openly applies the methods of science and reason to

all empirical claims, especially their own.

A skeptic provisionally proportions acceptance of any claim to valid

logic and a fair and thorough assessment of available evidence, and

studies the pitfalls of human reason and the mechanisms of

deception so as to avoid being deceived by others or themselves.

Skepticism values method over any particular conclusion.”

S. Novella, “Skeptic - the name thing again,” Nov. 2008.
http://www.skepticblog.org/2008/11/17/skeptic-the-name-thing-again/

• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

Why Benchmark?

http://www.skepticblog.org/2008/11/17/skeptic-the-name-thing-again/


• Ubiquity of     
(human) error “The scientific method’s central motivation is the ubiquity of error—

… mistakes and self-delusion can creep in absolutely anywhere …

computation is also highly error-prone. From the newcomer’s

struggle to make even the simplest computer program run to the

seasoned professional’s frustration when a server crashes in the

middle of a large job, all is struggle against error….the ubiquity of

error has led to many responses: special programming languages,

error-tracking systems, disciplined programming efforts, organized

program testing schemes…the tendency to error is central to every

application of computing.” D. L. Donoho et al., “Reproducible
research in computational harmonic
analysis,” Comp. Sci. Eng., Jan.-Feb. 2009.

Why Benchmark?
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• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

Benchmarking …
+ a systematic method
to combat error
+ does not place undue
burdens of (perfect)
replication



• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

• Specialization

“In this age of specialization men who thoroughly know one field are

often incompetent to discuss another.”

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents

and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents

eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with

it.” (aka: “science advances one funeral at a time.” )

R. P. Feynman, May 1956.

Max Planck, 1948.

Why Benchmark?



• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

• Specialization
Benchmarking can…
+ inform others about 
important problems 
+ inform others about 
the current state of 
computational systems 
for solving these 
problems
+ help us keep up with 
advances
+help us keep an open 
mind
+ lower barriers to 
entry of new 
researchers/ideas/
systems

“In this age of specialization men who thoroughly know one field are

often incompetent to discuss another.”

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents

and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents

eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with

it.” (aka: “science advances one funeral at a time.” )

R. P. Feynman, May 1956.

Max Planck, 1948.
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• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

• Specialization

• Scientific integrity

R. P. Feynman, 1974.

“The idea is to try to give all of the information to help others to

judge the value of your contribution; not just the information that

leads to judgment in one particular direction …learning how to not

fool ourselves—of having utter scientific integrity—is, I’m sorry to

say, something that we…just hope you’ve caught on by osmosis. The

first principle is that you must not fool yourself—and you are the

easiest person to fool…After… it’s easy not to fool other scientists.

You just have to be honest in a conventional way after that.”

“I mean by intellectual integrity the habit of deciding vexed

questions in accordance with the evidence or of leaving them

undecided where the evidence is inconclusive.”

Bertrand Russell, 1954.

Why Benchmark?
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• Specialization

• Scientific integrity
Benchmarking can…
+ reduce importance of 
subjective factors when 
judging simulation tools
+ increase credibility of 
claims made by 
computational scientists 
and engineers
+ fortify intellectual/ 
scientific integrity

R. P. Feynman, 1974.
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• Ubiquity of     
(human) error

• Specialization

• Scientific integrity

• Incentivize 
research advances
Benchmarking can…
+highlight open 
problems 
+ identify weaknesses 
in existing 
computational systems
+ inspire R&D to 
address these

R. P. Feynman, 1974.

“The idea is to try to give all of the information to help others to

judge the value of your contribution; not just the information that

leads to judgment in one particular direction …learning how to not

fool ourselves—of having utter scientific integrity—is, I’m sorry to

say, something that we…just hope you’ve caught on by osmosis. The

first principle is that you must not fool yourself—and you are the

easiest person to fool…After… it’s easy not to fool other scientists.

You just have to be honest in a conventional way after that.”

“I mean by intellectual integrity the habit of deciding vexed

questions in accordance with the evidence or of leaving them

undecided where the evidence is inconclusive.”

Bertrand Russell, 1954.
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“…theory suggests…conditions…must…exist within a discipline

before construction of a benchmark can be fruitfully attempted…

…a minimum level of maturity in the discipline. During the early

days, when a research area is becoming established, it is necessary

and appropriate to go through a stage where diverse approaches and

solutions proliferate… Evidence…community…reached…required

level of maturity and is ready to move to a more rigorous scientific

basis comes in many forms. Typical symptoms include an increasing

concern with validation of research results and with comparison

between solutions developed at different labs; attempted replication

of results; use of proto-benchmarks; … an increasing resistance to

accept speculative papers for publication.”

A Theory of 
(Community) Benchmarking

S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.



“…theory suggests…conditions…must…exist within a discipline

before construction of a benchmark can be fruitfully attempted…

…an ethos of collaboration within the community.”

“ Evidence of this ethos can be found in:

multi-site collaborative projects

papers with authors from disparate geographic locations and sectors

of the economy

exchange visits between laboratories…

standards for terminology and publication.”

S. E. Sim, “A theory of benchmarking with applications to software reverse
engineering,” PhD Thesis, University of Toronto, 2003.

A Theory of 
(Community) Benchmarking

S. E. Sim, S. Easterbrook, R. C. Holt, “Using benchmarking to advance research:
A challenge to software engineering,” Proc. Int. Conf. Software Eng., May 2003.



Conclusions

• Current state of benchmarking in CEM
+ verification & validation (proto-)benchmarks exist/common in CEM
+ numerical benchmarks (with error vs. cost trade-off) underutilized
+ papers full of unreproducible numerical results

• Next-generation benchmarks can
+ become important tools for advancing CEM
+ increase credibility  of computational scientists & engineers without placing undue 

burdens of (perfect) replication (unlike ‘really reproducible research’)
+ reduce importance of subjective factors when judging computational systems

• Meaningful benchmarking of computational systems non-trivial
+ error measures, cost metrics must be carefully chosen to reward/incentivize advances
+ even extremely different systems  can be compared with precise measurement/

normalization
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